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Cenveo Success Story
Dynamic Mail Communications for a
Utility Provider
The Business Scenario
Service announcements. Billing statements. Legal notiﬁcations. The amount of mail communications
generated by service companies is staggering—and controlling those communications, and the
associated costs, can be a complex, time-consuming and error-prone task.
Consider this West Coast gas and electric utility provider. The company sent out over eight million
pieces of mail every month. It had to coordinate numerous vendors, update mailing lists manually,
and chase countless internal approvals before releasing a newly designed piece. The process was far
too cumbersome, time-consuming, and costly.
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The Challenge
The company set out to streamline its operation with speciﬁc objectives. It wanted to consolidate its
vendor base, automate the process, and minimize
the risk of human error. The Cenveo team
.
suggested using Kadena™—Cenveo’s innovative technology platform. By doing so, the company
would need only one vendor— Cenveo, and one platform— Kadena™
. Plus, it could update mailing
data, choose templates, revise proofs, and release jobs— automatically.

The Solution
Cenveo built a solution around three Kadena™ modules: K-Center, K-List, and K-Proof.
• K-Center is a powerful B2B portal that enables the company to track the day (and even time) each piece of
mail arrives at a recipient’s home. With K-Center, the company now has a single point-of-control, from
where it can activate and manage the execution of its mail communications programs.
• K-List allows the company to update current lists and upload new ones directly into Kadena™
. It scrubs the
list of redundancies, replaces missing data, and optimizes it to leverage deep shipping discounts. This
module alone hugely simplifies the production process —and virtually eliminates risk of human error.
• K-Design enables company employees to assign templates to individual mailings, review proofs, mark up
changes, approve jobs, and release projects. And since all communication is done within Kadena™, there
are no faulty emails, miscommunications, or shipping delays.

The Future
The company now enjoys a streamlined process with one vendor, maintains its own data, and directly
controls its own prooﬁng process.
Most important though, is the bottom line. The company has turned its legacy mailings activities into
a dynamic mail communications program—saving time, reducing human error, and cutting costs
signiﬁcantly. And Cenveo and Kadena™ made it happen.
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If you’re ready to transform your print communications, contact Cenveo at
solutions@cenveokadena.com, or check out Kadena™ at: www.cenveokadena.com

